. During the last decade, it has been shown that musical expectancy is governed by several features, including melodic interval size and melodic contour (Boltz & Jones, 1986; Carlsen, 1981; Cuddy & Lunney, 1995; Krumhansl, 1995; Schellenberg, 1996; Unyk & Carlsen, 1987) , rhythm (Boltz, 1993; Jones, Boltz, & Kidd, 1982; Jones, Boltz, & Klein, 1993; Schmuckler, 1990) , and tonal-harmonic hierarchy (Bharucha & Stoeckig, 1986 Schmuckler, 1989; Schmuckler & Boltz, 1994) . Some of these features (melodic contour and melodic interval size, for example) reflect the influence of general principles of perceptual organization; others (like the tonal-harmonic hierarchy) reflect the importance of the listeners' knowledge of a given musical idiom. The present study focuses on the musical expectancies derived from knowledge of the tonal-harmonic hierarchy. The main purpose was to investigate the effect of global harmonic context on expectancy formation.
Tonal-Harmonic Hierarchy
In the Western musical system, 12 notes of the chromatic scale are organized into several subsets of 7 notes, called diatonic scales. In each scale, seven diatonic chords are possible, each built on a different degree of the scale. Chords built on the first, the fifth, and the fourth scale degrees (referred to as tonic, dominant, and subdominant chords, respectively) usually have a more central syntactic function than do those built on the other scale degrees. This creates a within-key hierarchy.
A fundamental aspect of the Western tonal system is that chords (and notes) belong to several keys: for example, the C chord belongs to the C, F, and G major keys, and to the A and E minor keys. Keys sharing the same chords and chords that share parent keys are said to be harmonically related (such as, e.g., the chords C and B which both belong to the key of F). Since chords belong to several keys, their function varies with the context in which they appear: a C chord functions as a stable tonic chord in a C major context and as less stable dominant and subdominant chord in the F and G major key contexts, respectively. Understanding the change in function of the musical events with respect to the musical context is crucial to understanding Western musical pieces.
A number of experimental studies have shown that listeners have internalized the main aspects of the tonalharmonic hierarchy. According to Krumhansl (1990) , once the key of a musical context is recognized, the tonic chord (I) is perceived as more stable than the dominant chord (V) and the subdominant chord (IV), which in turn are perceived as more stable than other diatonic and nondiatonic chords. Changing the key of the context leads to changes in the chord's function, so that a chord that was perceived as stable in a given context may become unstable in another key context and vice versa (Bharucha & Krumhansl, 1983) .
Harmonic Expectancy
The connectionist model developed by Bharucha (1987) provides an elegant framework for understanding how the knowledge of the tonal hierarchy may govern harmonic expectancies in listeners. In this model, the 12 tones of the chromatic scale are linked to major and minor chords, which are linked to major and minor keys. Tonal hierarchies are represented by the strength of the con-The effects of global harmonic contexts on expectancy formation were studied in a set of three experiments. Eight-chord sequences were presented to subjects. Expectations for the last chord were varied by manipulating the harmonic context created by the first six: in one context, the last chord was part of an authentic cadence (V-I), whereas in the other, it was a fourth harmonic degree following a full cadence (I-IV). Given this change in harmonic function, the last chord was assumed to be more expected in the former context, all the other local parameters being held constant. The effect of global context on expectancy formation was supported by the fact that subjects reported a lower degree of completion for sequences ending on an unexpected chord (Experiment 1), took longer to decide whether the last chord belonged to the sequence when the last chord was unexpected (Experiment 2), and took longer to decide whether the last chord was consonant or dissonant when it was unexpected (Experiment 3). These results are discussed with reference to current models of tonal cognition.
nections that link tone units to chords and key units. When a chord is sounded, activation spreads through the network via connected links, so that the key in which the chord is a very stable event receives the stronger activation. The harmonic expectations generated by a previous musical context are instantiated by the amount of activation that reverberates from key units to chord units. To take an example, when the C chord is sounded, it strongly activates the C key unit, and to a lesser extent the G and F key units, in which it functions as the dominant and subdominant chords, respectively (see Bharucha, 1987) . This activation then reverberates back to chord units belonging to these keys, so that some chords harmonically related to the C chord (i.e., F, G, and, to a lesser extent, B and D), receive stronger activation than others (e.g., F or B). Therefore, the stronger the activation of one chord unit, the more expected the chord. In other words, the model would expect an F or G chord after the C chord, but not an F or B chord.
Empirical studies using a priming paradigm provide strong support for Bharucha's model of harmonic expectation. The main assumption was that a previous chord would prime the harmonically related chords so that the processing of these chords would be speeded up. To test this hypothesis, Stoeckig (1986, 1987) and Tekman and Bharucha (1992) asked subjects to decide as quickly as possible whether a target chord following a prime chord was in tune. The priming effect was shown by (1) a bias to judge targets to be in tune when they were related to the prime and out of tune when they were unrelated to it, and (2) shorter response times for in-tune targets when they were related to the prime, and for out-of-tune target when they were unrelated to it. According to the authors, a previous musical context (one chord in these experiments) generates expectancies for related chords to follow, resulting in greater consonance and faster processing for expected chords. Findings consistent with these were recently reported by Schmuckler and Boltz (1994) , who used relatively long musical sequences as primes. The degree of harmonic expectancy for the last chord was varied from high to medium to low with chords of low expectancy as nondiatonic chords. Among other findings, it appeared that the chords whose harmonic relationship to the previous sequence was weak were rated as weakly expected (Experiment 1) and were not considered as "belonging" to the sequence, and that the response time to provide the correct "belong" or "not belong" response varied systematically as a function of the harmonic relatedness of the last chord (Experiment 2).
Effects of Global or Local Harmonic Context on Expectancy Formation?
Studies by Stoeckig (1986, 1987) and Tekman and Bharucha (1992) have provided evidence that one chord can prime another when both are harmonically related. However, since the prime and the target chords were played without any musical context, these studies did not address the eventual role played by higher level harmonic structure in harmonic expectancy formation. Schmuckler and Boltz (1994) used a longer harmonic context as prime. However, since the harmonic expectation for the last chord was varied by using different final events, their study did not disentangle the potential influence of global and local structures. An important issue, therefore, is to pursue the investigation of whether harmonic expectancies occur at a very local level (i.e., between successive chords) or also at higher levels of musical structure.
In cognitive theories of music, the importance of higher level structures was emphasized by L. B. Meyer (1973) and Lerdahl and Jackendoff (1983) , while more recent works have focused on the role played by local structures (Narmour, 1989 (Narmour, , 1990 ; see also Cuddy & Lunney, 1995; Krumhansl, 1995; Schellenberg, 1996) . In cognitive psychology, the influence of global versus local context has been widely investigated in studies of language comprehension. Previous findings of D. E. Meyer and his associates (D. E. Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971; D. E. Meyer, Schvaneveldt, & Ruddy, 1974) have provided evidence for local priming between semantically related words. However, several recent experiments have shown a strong effect of the global semantic contexts on lexical processing (Foss, 1982; Foss & Ross, 1983; Foss & Speer, 1991; Hess, Foss, & Carroll, 1995) . In these studies, the relationship between a critical word and the general topic of the discourse (global context) was crossed with the relationship between the critical word and the word prior to it (local context). The main outcome was that facilitation of a target word depends on whether or not the global context is related to the target, regardless of the local context.
In the present study, our first purpose was to investigate the effect of global harmonic contexts on harmonic expectancies. In the following experiments, we manipulated the global harmonic context in order to change the harmonic relation between a target chord and the global context, while holding the local context constant (i.e., the chord prior to the target chord). If harmonic expectancies occur at a high level of musical structure, the target chord would be expected in one context but not in the other, and its processing would, as a result, be facilitated.
Cognitive or Sensory Components in Harmonic Expectancy?
Manipulating the global context also permits the further investigation of the cognitive versus sensory component underlying the formation of harmonic expectancies. In language, related prime-target pairs are related in meaning but not acoustically. Therefore, semantic priming is obviously based on a cognitive component. In music, priming effects do not necessarily imply the activation of abstract knowledge. According to Schmuckler (1989) , "a chord sharing component tones, or overtones, with a preceding chord will be more highly anticipated than a continuation containing no overlapping frequencies with its predecessor" (p. 134). Therefore, an increase in processing time for an unexpected chord may be provoked by a surprising discontinuity at the very peripheral level. In Western tonal music, this issue is all the more crucial, since theoretical accounts of harmonic hierarchy and psychoacoustical accounts of chordal dissonance are, to a large extent, intrinsically related (see Bigand, Parncutt, & Lerdahl, 1996; Krumhansl, 1990; Parncutt, 1989) .
In Bharucha and Stoeckig's (1986) studies, the different harmonic relations between the primes and the targets were instantiated via different chords, so that changes in harmonic function were confounded with change in acoustical features. In order to remedy this problem, Bharucha and Stoeckig (1987, Experiment 1) used prime and target chords that do not share pitches and whose component tones contained only the harmonics 1, 2, and 4 (Experiment 2). Both experiments supported priming effects, suggesting that harmonic expectancies involve a cognitive component. In further experiments, Tekman and Bharucha (1992) observed that the priming effect did not diminish when the stimulus onset asynchrony between the prime and the target was as long as 2,500 msec nor when a noise mask was inserted after the prime.
These results provide evidence that harmonic priming occurs at a cognitive level of representation. However, this conclusion should be moderated for several reasons. First, avoiding the overlap in harmonic frequency spectra does not definitely eliminate the differences in melodic arrangement that exist between the tones of the priming chord and those of both kinds of target. Melodic features play an important role in the perceived stability of chords (Bigand et al., 1996) and may well influence priming effects in music. Second, reducing the complexity of the harmonic spectra meant using sounds that differed greatly from those of musical instruments: with complex musical sounds, a sensory component may prevail over a cognitive one, because the amount of available sensory information is greater. Finally, in all these studies, priming effects were observed when very different harmonic relations were compared. Related targets (e.g., a B chord) are very close to the prime (C chord), since both belong to the same key (F major) and function as strong reference points in this key. Unrelated targets (F ) are very far from the prime (C), since to establish the shortest harmonic distance between them it is necessary to analyze the former as the dominant chord belonging to the third degree of the dominant key of the prime (i.e., C:V/iii/V; see Bigand et al., 1996) . A cognitive component may actually govern harmonic expectations, but only when very different harmonic relations are compared (see Schmuckler & Boltz, 1994 , for consistent findings).
Our second purpose in the present study was to remedy these problems. Musical stimuli were played with piano-like sounds, and the harmonic relation between the target chord and the prime varied from tonic to subdominant. In order to avoid sensory priming, the target chords were preceded by a chord that was unchanged across the experimental situations. In the three experiments reported here, the target chord ended an eightchord sequence. For half of the sequences, the target chord functioned as a stable tonic chord and was assumed to be expected (Figure 1 , left). The degree of expectancy for the target chord was varied in the other half of the sequences by manipulating the first six chords while never altering the last two (Figure 1 , right). In these cases, the target functioned as a less stable subdominant chord following a cadence and was assumed to be less expected. This hypothesis was tested with three different tasks commonly used in musical expectancy studies. In Experiment 1, subjects were asked to perform a phrase completion judgment (Boltz, 1989a (Boltz, , 1989b ; in Experiment 2, to make speeded reaction time judgments on whether the final chord belonged to the previous context (Schmuckler & Boltz, 1994) ; and in Experiment 3, to make speeded reaction time judgments of whether the final chord was consonant or dissonant (Bharucha & Stoeckig, 1986 Tekman & Bharucha, 1992) . In Experiments 1 and 2, the subjects had no musical training. The influence of musical expertise was investigated in the last experiment.
EXPERIMENT 1 Phrase Completion Judgments

Method
Subjects. Fifteen students volunteers from an introductory course at the University of Dijon participated in this experiment. None had ever received formal musical training or learned a musical instrument.
Apparatus. All stimuli were played with sampled piano sounds produced by the EMT10 Yamaha Sound Expander at a tempo of 60 quarter notes per minute, and without rubato. The Yamaha sampler was controlled through a MIDI interface by a Macintosh computer running Performer software. Velocity was constant for all the pitches, and there was no silence between offsets and onsets of successive chords. The sound stimuli were captured by SoundEditPro software at CD quality (16 bits and 44 kHz). The experiment was run on PsyScope software (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993) .
Material. Four chord sequences were used: three are reductions from chorales of J. S. Bach, the fourth from a chorale written by a French music teacher. All of them contained eight chords and were ended by a full cadence (V-I) (Figure 1, left) . The first six chords of these sequences were systematically varied so that the four new sequences were in the dominant key (Figure 1, right) . As far as possible, the melodic contour of the outer voices (i.e., soprano and bass voices) remained unchanged, and the changes in pitch were minimal so that the registers remained similar. The two last chords were acoustically identical, but their harmonic functions changed with the context: in one context, the last chord functioned as a tonic chord (I) as part of a full cadence (V-I), and in the other context, as a subdominant chord (IV) following a full cadence (Figure 1) .
Procedure and Design. The subjects were asked to rate the degree of completion of each sequence on a 9-point scale (1 ϭ very low; 9 ϭ very high). After each sequence, the 9-point scale appeared on the computer screen, and they responded by pushing a numeric key on the key board. The computer recorded their judgments on each trial. The eight-chord sequences were played twice, in a random order for each subject.
Results
The average ratings of completion are displayed in Figure 2 . On the average, the degrees of completion were higher when the last chord was a tonic chord. A 2 (harmonic context) ϫ 4 (chord sequences) ϫ 2 (replication) analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a significant effect of harmonic context [F(1,14) ϭ 165.63, p < .001] and a significant second order interaction [F(3,42) ϭ 3.22, p < .04]: the effect of the harmonic context tended to vary with both the chord sequence and the number of times that subjects had heard a given sequence.
Discussion
This experiment demonstrates that the degree of completion experienced at the end of the sequences did not depend on the local harmonic and acoustic features of the two last chords: the sequences were perceived as more complete when the last chord functioned as a tonic chord than when it functioned as a subdominant chord. These results are consistent with several findings on melodic expectancies: listeners expected a harmonically stable event to end a musical sequence (Boltz, 1989a (Boltz, , 1989b (Boltz, , 1993 Palmer & Krumhansl, 1987a , 1987b . They also confirmed the internalization of subtle aspects of the tonal-harmonic hierarchy by nonmusicians (Bigand, 1997; Bigand et al., 1996; Bharucha & Krumhansl, 1983; Schmuckler, 1989) . More importantly, they provided the first evidence that the global harmonic context governs harmonic expectancy.
It might be argued that the completion judgments were not necessarily caused by the changes in the harmonic relationships between the last chord and the global context. Despite the fact that the penultimate chord was kept constant, the judgments of completion could have been influenced by sensory priming instilled by the first six chords. The component frequencies of each tone of each chord might be accumulated in the auditory sensory memory until the last chord is perceived. The degree of completion experienced by the listeners could then depend on the number of overtones that the last chord shared with previous chords.
Further analysis was performed in order to test for possible global sensory priming. For each sequence, R. Parncutt computed the pitch commonality values between the last chord and all the previous ones (see Parncutt, 1989) . These pitch commonality values were weighted in the present study by a coefficient of one for the first chord, two for the second, and so on until the penultimate chord, which received a coefficient of seven. For each sequence, these weighted pitch commonality values were averaged and the mean values were entered in a multiple regression analysis. Following a reviewer's suggestion, the frequency and the time of occurrence of the last chord were also computed for each context. The harmonic function of the last chord was coded with a dummy variable. A hierarchical regression analysis was run to predict the subjects' ratings from a linear combination of these four variables. When the set of variables that expressed the surface properties was entered first in the model, we found that R 2 ϭ .58 [F(3,116) ϭ 54.66, p < .001]. When the harmonic function of the last chord was added to the model, we found that R 2 ϭ .77 [F(4,115) ϭ 95.84, p < .001]. The highest semipartial correlation was observed for the harmonic function. This suggests that the effect of global context occurred mainly at a cognitive level of representation.
In Experiment 1, the task might have encouraged the subjects to consider the overall information of the musical sequences and not the specific information provided by the last chord. The purpose of Experiment 2 was to investigate the influence of the global context on the processing of the target chord. Following Schmuckler and Boltz (1994) , subjects had to indicate as quickly as possible whether the last chord belonged to the chord sequence or was inserted by mistake. Since the last two chords remained acoustically unchanged in each condition, a difference in subjects' responses as a function of the harmonic context would indicate that the subjects differentiated between the structural functions of the last chord: "belong" responses should be more numerous when the target chord functions as a stable reference point (correct response) than when it functions as a less stable subdominant chord (false response). The main assumption concerned the response time: differences in response time as a function of the context would indicate that the processing of the harmonic function takes longer when the chord is not expected by the listeners.
EXPERIMENT 2 "Belong"/"Not Belong" Judgments Method Subjects. Fifteen subjects, all studying psychology at the University of Dijon, participated in this experiment. None had ever received formal musical training or learned a musical instrument.
Material and Apparatus. The material and apparatus were identical to those described for Experiment 1, except that the time responses were registered here with the PsyScope button box clock, which permits a time accuracy of 2 msec. The clock started at the very beginning of the last chord and ended when subjects pushed the key.
Procedure and Design. The subjects were asked to decide as quickly as possible whether or not the last chord of each sequence sounded appropriate and seemed to belong with the preceding ones. They were informed that all the sequences contained eight chords and were allowed to respond even if the last chord of the sequence was still playing. The eight chord sequences were played twice in a random order for each subject.
Results
The first dependent measure involves the "belong"/ "not belong" responses. Tonic chords received a higher percentage of "belong" ratings (99% on the average) than did the subdominant chords (18%). A 2 (harmonic context) ϫ 4 (chord sequences) ϫ 2 (replication) ANOVA revealed that manipulating the harmonic function of the final chord produced a significant variation in whether the subjects rated this final chord as belonging to the sequence [F(1,14) ϭ 295.35, p < .001]. With the use of a different task, Experiment 2 replicated the context effects observed in Experiment 1 for completion judgments. A further analysis provided evidence that completion and "belong" judgments were probably two strongly related measures of the same phenomenon: indeed the average degrees of completion were very highly correlated with the percentages of "belong" responses [r (6) ϭ .99, p < .01].
The second dependent measure involves response times (for both "belong" and "not belong" responses). As is illustrated in Figure 3 , response times were 375 msec shorter on the average for sequences ending on the tonic chord. A 2 (harmonic context) ϫ 4 (chord sequences) ϫ 2 (replication) ANOVA confirmed that the processing time needed in order for subjects to respond was shorter for chords assumed to be expected [F(1,14) ϭ 10.23, p < .01]. A second analysis splitting the subjects' responses into correct and incorrect responses was also performed: "belong" judgments for sequences ending on the most stable chord (i.e., the tonic chord) were considered as correct responses. "Not belong" judgments were considered as correct for sequences ending on the more unstable subdominant chord. Only the response times for correct responses were considered (i.e., 91% of the number of total responses). Response times for correct responses were on the average 370 msec shorter for sequences ending on the tonic chord [F(1,14) ϭ 10.01, p < .01].
In order to test the influence of acoustic and cognitive factors, a hierarchic regression analysis was performed to predict the subjects' time responses from the averaged pitch commonality values, the frequency and the time of occurrence of the last chord, and the harmonic function of the last chord. When the first three variables were entered in the model, we found that R 2 ϭ .296 [F(3,116) ϭ 16.22, p < .001]. When the harmonic function was added, we found that R 2 ϭ .347 [F(4,115) ϭ 15.29, p < .001]. When the four variables were entered in the regression model, the harmonic function was the sole variable that made a direct contribution to response times (t ϭ 3.01, p < .01).
Discussion
Since the present experimental task emphasized the importance of local context, we might have expected the global context to have a weaker or no effect. The present findings confirmed the effect of global context observed in Experiment 1: the last chord was more often perceived as belonging to the sequence when it functioned as a tonic chord. The effect of global context on harmonic expectancy found expression in the fact that response times (for all responses as for correct answers) were shorter for chord sequences ending on the more expected tonic chord. This suggests that the processing of the chord function is shorter for highly expected chords. This conclusion agrees with that of Schmuckler and Boltz (1994) : events weakly related to a previous musical context take longer for listeners to analyze. In addition, the results of the regression analysis provided further evidence that this global priming effect was unlikely to occur at a sensory level.
In Experiments 1 and 2, we used subjective tasks. Our first purpose in Experiment 3 was to test the effect of the global context with a priming task similar to that used by Stoeckig (1986, 1987) . According to those authors, a musical prime generates the expectancy that harmonically related chords will follow, resulting in greater consonance and faster processing for related targets. It was, therefore, assumed that a consonant/dissonant decision concerning the last chord would be easier and shorter for expected target chords.
Our second purpose in Experiment 3 was to investigate the influence of musical expertise. Experiments 1 and 2 indicated that neither an explicit knowledge of the Western harmonic hierarchy nor extensive practice of music are indispensable for one to perceive small changes in chord function. Nevertheless, it should be assumed that the effect of context would be stronger with musicians.
EXPERIMENT 3 "Consonant"/"Dissonant" Judgments Method Subjects. Thirty listeners participated in this experiment. Fifteen were studying psychology (they are referred to below as nonmusicians) and had never received formal musical training, nor had they learned to play a musical instrument. Fifteen were students at the Music Conservatory of Dijon and had been studying music for at least 12 years. They had studied music theory and received ear training, and they had learned how to play a musical instrument (they are referred to below as musicians).
Material. The same chord sequences were used. For each of them, the last chord was either consonant or dissonant. Preliminary experiments indicated that nonmusicians had a lot of difficulty detecting subtle dissonances. Since we wanted to minimize the percentage of errors, the dissonances were defined in a way that was quite salient for nonmusicians. Target chords were rendered dissonant by increasing the pitch of the fifth by a semitone. In half of the cases, this dissonance was rendered more salient by increasing the amplitude of the augmented fifth by 25%. In the other half, the amplitude of the augmented fifth was the same as that of the other tones. These changes in amplitude were also present when the last chords were consonant.
Procedure. The experimental procedure was split into two phases. During the first phase, the subjects were trained to differentiate between dissonant and consonant chords. Sixteen chords were played in isolation and in a random order, and the subjects had to make a consonant /dissonant judgment as quickly as possible. The subjects were informed by a feedback sound signal whenever their responses were incorrect. The 16 training chords were constructed in a way similar to the experimental target chords: half were dissonant, half consonant. In half of the chords, the fifth was played 25% louder, and in the other half, it was played at the same level of intensity as were the other notes. Only the subjects who made fewer than five errors were allowed to continue the experiment. The others were run again in the training session.
During the second phase, the subjects were asked to perform a speeded reaction time judgment for the last chord of the sequences. They were informed that all the sequences contained eight chords, and that half of the sequences would finish with a dissonant chord, half with a consonant one. A feedback signal was sounded when the subjects answered incorrectly. The experiment was run with PsyScope software (see Experiment 2).
Design. Crossing the manipulations of harmonic context (two levels), dissonance (two levels), and intensity of the fifth (two levels) produced eight possible versions for each of the four chorales, yielding a total of 32 experimental patterns to be tested with each group of listeners. Each subject heard all 32 sequences, presented in a random order.
Results
The percentages of correct responses averaged across the two levels of loudness and the four chorales are dis- played in Figure 4 . Because the dissonances were salient, these percentages were very high for both groups of subjects. A 2 (musical expertise) ϫ 2 (harmonic context) ϫ 4 (chord sequences) ϫ 2 (consonance) ϫ 2 (loudness) ANOVA revealed that percentages of correct responses were higher for expected tonic chords [F(1,28) ϭ 8.96, p < .01]. The effect of musical expertise was marginally significant, with higher percentages for musicians [F(1,28) ϭ 3.68, p < .07]. As with the findings of Stoeckig (1986, 1987) , the present experiment confirmed that consonant/dissonant judgments were more accurate for harmonically related targets. Stoeckig (1986, 1987) also observed a significant bias toward judging target chords to be consonant when expected and dissonant when unexpected. As is shown in Figure 4 , a consistent harmonic context ϫ consonance interaction tended to occur with musicians only, but it failed to reach a significant level ( p ϭ .11). The weakness of this interaction in the present experiment may be explained by the extent of the mistuning (i.e., the fifth was augmented here by a semitone, whereas it was lowered by an eighth tone in Bharucha and Stoeckig, 1987) , and by the fact that the difference in harmonic relationships was reduced (see above). It is noteworthy that this interaction has not always been replicated by Tekman and Bharucha (1992, Experiments 3-4) .
The second dependent measure involved the reaction time necessary for "consonant"/"dissonant" judgments. Response times were 174 msec shorter, on the average, for expected tonic chords ( Figure 5 ). Dissonant chords were detected, on the average, 229 msec faster than consonant ones. As observed by Bharucha and Stoeckig (1987) , the effect of the dissonance depended on the harmonic relationship of the target. Dissonant chords speeded up response times and to a larger extent than for unexpected chords. The present interaction is consistent with the crossed interaction observed by Bharucha and Stoeckig (1987) . A 2 (musical expertise) ϫ 2 (harmonic context) ϫ 4 (chord sequences) ϫ 2 (consonance) ϫ 2 (loudness) ANOVA indicated that the effect of the harmonic context was significant [F(1,28) ϭ 23.08, p < .001], as was the effect of consonance [F(1,28) ϭ 38.70, p < .001], and the interaction of harmonic context ϫ consonance [F(1,28) ϭ 4.97, p < .05]. In addition, there was also a significant consonance ϫ intensity interaction, indicating that intensified fifths speeded up response times, but only for dissonant chords [F(1,28) ϭ 6.95, p < .05]. No main effect of musical expertise was observed, but there was a significant second order interaction: when the fifth was played at high amplitude, the effect of the harmonic context increased for the musicians but decreased for the nonmusicians [F(1,28) ϭ 8.07, p < .01]. A second analysis was also performed with the reaction time for correct responses as the dependent measure. Not surprisingly, this analysis confirmed the previous findings: reaction times were 156 msec shorter, on the average, for expected tonic chords [F(1,28) ϭ 26.19, p < .001] and 182 msec shorter, on the average, for dissonant chords [F(1,28) ϭ 15.00, p < .001]. There was no significant effect of musical expertise, but there was a significant musical expertise ϫ harmonic context ϫ intensity interaction [F(1,28) ϭ 6.123, p < .02] .
In order to test the possible influence of acoustic factors on response times, a hierarchical regression analysis was performed to predict the subjects' time responses from the averaged pitch commonality values, the frequency and the time of occurrence of the last chord, and the harmonic function of the last chord. For each subject, response times were averaged across consonance and loudness conditions. For the two groups of subjects together, we found that R 2 ϭ .14 [F(3,236) ϭ 8.89, p < .001] when the first three variables were entered in the model. We found that R 2 ϭ .24 [F(4,235) ϭ 11.93, p < .001] when the harmonic function was added. When the four variables were entered into the regression model, the harmonic function was the sole variable that made a direct contribution to response time (t ϭ 4.36, p < .01). Hierarchical analysis performed for each group separately led to the same results.
Finally, a further analysis of the nonmusicians' data revealed that mean reaction times for "consonant"/ "dissonant" judgments were correlated with mean response times for "belong"/"not belong" judgments [r(6) ϭ .82, p < .05]. This suggests that whatever the perceptual judgment required, an expected chord tends to be processed more quickly than a less expected one.
Discussion
The present findings indicate priming effects similar to those reported by Bharucha and colleagues (Bharucha & Stoeckig, 1986 Tekman & Bharucha, 1992) . Target chords were more correctly and more quickly identified when they were harmonically related to the previous context. According to the authors, such a facilitation can be viewed as a robust demonstration of the anticipatory processing that underlies musical expectancies: expected chords were processed more easily and more quickly because they were activated by the context and were then partly processed before they actually sounded.
In comparison with previous studies, Experiment 3 indicates that the priming effect occurs for target chords whose harmonic relationships to the prime differ only slightly. It also shows that priming occurs in a quite similar way for music students and for listeners without any musical training or any formal knowledge of tonal music. Both results suggest that harmonic expectation is a subtle phenomenon, probably varying continuously from strong to low expectation, that is based on a quite robust cognitive process. The most important result of Experiment 3 is that global contexts alter the processing of chords, even though the immediate local contexts are identical. This demonstrates that harmonic expectancies do not only occur sequentially from chord to chord, but also depend on the harmonic function of the chord in the extended temporal context. Since a consonant /dissonant decision task forces subjects to focus on the very local information (target chord) and the information preceding the target is not explicitly helpful in this perceptual judgment, the present findings emphasize the strength of global harmonic structures in expectancy formation.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The present experiments demonstrate that different harmonic contexts can affect the perception of the ends of musical sequences (Experiment 1) and the processing of chords, even when the immediate local context is held constant (Experiments 2-3) . This confirms the importance of contextual information in music, both for the processing of chords (see Krumhansl, 1990 ) and for the processing of melodies (Bigand, 1997; Dowling, 1986) . The present findings reveal that a previous context not only influences the understanding of the incoming events but also prepares listeners to process certain events rather than others. That these results were observed with subjects who have never practiced or learned music emphasizes the robustness of harmonic expectations driven at a global level of musical structure.
The main issue remains: to interpret this effect in the light of current models of tonal cognition. First, it can be argued that global context effects do not involve a cognitive component but simply occur at a sensory level. In our view, if sensory priming was dominant over harmonic priming, a weak or zero context effect should have been observed here, since the target and the chord that immediately preceded it were held constant. In response, it may be argued that global sensory priming (instilled by the chords preceding the penultimate one) may prevail over local sensory priming (instilled by the seventh chord). No statistical evidence was found here to support the dominance of global sensory priming. This suggests that the influence of global harmonic context may be better understood in the light of current models of tonal cognition.
Two current cognitive models might provide a different account of these global context effects. In Bharucha's (1987) neural net model, priming effects result from activation spreading via a cognitive structure that links related chords. The strength of these links expresses the internalization of the harmonic regularities pervasive in Western musical pieces. This pattern of connections constitutes a nontemporal knowledge about Western harmony that generates automatic and schematic expectations (Bharucha, 1994) . In other words, priming occurs automatically inside a schematic knowledge set. On the one hand, this model provides a possible account of the present finding. A previous context activates schematic knowledge relative to a given key, which in turn facilitates the processing of the primary reference chord of the key (i.e., the tonic chord). On the other hand, it may be argued that a strict application of Bharucha's model predicts that the local activation produced by the penultimate chord for the target chord should be the same in both contexts, since their local harmonic relation is constant. The fact that the priming differs as a function of context in Experiments 2 and 3 contradicts such a prediction. Following Schmuckler and Boltz's (1994) ideas, Bharucha's connectionist model might have to explicitly incorporate temporal weighting factors in order to account for the influence of extended temporal contexts.
A similar problem was also encountered by lexical-lexical activation models of semantic priming (Foss & Ross, 1983) . In these models, priming is based on a fast acting and automatic activation that spreads in the mental lexicon via the long-term connections between items. Such a model fails to explain why semantic priming differs when words are presented in coherent sentences instead of in random lists (Gough, Alford, & Holley-Wilcox, 1981) . It also fails to explain why local semantic priming disappears when the global context is varied (Hess et al., 1995) . One way to accommodate such global effects in connectionist models is to posit that several items in the context may be the source of priming (Duffy, Henderson, & Morris, 1989) . Activations spread automatically in the mental lexicon and are accumulated in a buffer as sentences progress. In this way, a target word may be primed differently, depending on the number of words semantically related to the target in the previous context. A similar explanation might account for the present findings: the chords defining the global context in the present sequences are more harmonically related to the target in one context than in the other. Integrating the activation pattern in working memory during the progress of the piece of music may lead to the different priming effects observed. This suggest that Bharucha's connectionist model might contain some buffer, whose size should be explicitly defined.
Connectionist models of semantic and harmonic priming propose an automatic spreading activation inside a mental lexicon (or inside a schematic musical knowledge set). In the language field, these models were challenged by discourse-based models. Discourse-based models claim that priming occurs outside the mental lexicon (i.e., above the word levels). The priming depends on the ease with which the target can be integrated in the ongoing discourse representation. Such a model recently received strong empirical support (Hess et al., 1995) . In music cognition, similar discourse-based models may be found in Lerdahl and Jackendoff 's (1983) and Lerdahl's (1988) tonal pitch space theory. In these models, the structural stability of the musical events depends both on their position inside the tonal hierarchy and on their temporal and rhythmic position in the context of a given piece. In other words, such music discourse-based models predict that priming would mainly depend on the way in which the target event fits in the events hierarchy, and would be weakly influenced by tonal hierarchy (see Bharucha, 1994, and Lerdahl, 1988 , for a discussion of these terms). In the present study, a music discourse-based model would explain the priming effects in the following way. In one context, the targets occur after an authentic cadence that closes the structural tree. It is unexpected, since it cannot be easily integrated in a structure that is already closed. If the structural trees were not closed when the target chords occurred, weaker priming effects would probably have been observed. The purpose of the present experiment was not to disentangle these two types of models. Following Hess et al. (1995) , further experiments crossing local and global harmonic contexts might address this issue.
